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April 6, 2011

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

1 and 2
Limerick Generating Station, Units 1
Facility Operating License Nos. NPF-39 and NPF-85
USNRC Docket Nos. 50-352 and 50-353
Subject:

License Amendment Request to Revise Operability Requirements and Actions
for RCS Leakage Instrumentation

References:

1.

“Revised BWR Operability Requirements and
TSTF-514-A, Revision 3, "Revised
2010.
Instrumentation”, dated November 24,
tor RCS Leakage Instrumentation",
24,2010.
Actions for

2.

Notice of Availability of the Models for Plant-Specific Adoption of Technical
TSTF—514, Revision 3, “Revise
"Revise BWR
Specifications Task Force Traveler TSTF-514,
Operability Requirements and Actions for RCS Leakage Instrumentation,”
Instrumentation,"
dated December 17, 2010.

“Application for amendment of license, construction permit,
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, "Application
permit,” Exelon Generation Company, LLC (EGC) requests an amendment to the
or early site permit,"
1 and 2. The
Technical Specifications (TS) for Limerick Generating Station (LGS), Units 1
proposed amendment modifies the Actions to be taken when the containment atmosphere
gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the primary containment pressure and temperature
monitoring system are the only operable reactor coolant leakage detection monitoring systems.
The modified Actions require additional, more frequent monitoring of other indications of
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) leakage and provide appropriate time to restore another
monitoring system to Operable status. This change is consistent with the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) approved Safety Evaluation on Technical Specification Task
“Revised BWR Operability Requirements and
Force (TSTF) Traveler, TSTF-514-A, Revision 3, "Revised
Instrumentation” dated November 24, 2010 (Reference 1),
Actions for RCS Leakage Instrumentation"
1), as made
available in the Federal Register on December 17, 2010 (Reference 2).
Attachment 11 of this submittal provides a description of the proposed changes, the requested
confirmation of applicability, plant specific verifications, and variations in the proposed LGS TS
changes from the approved TSTF-514-A (Reference 1). Affachment
Attachment 2 provides the existing TS
page markups showing the proposed changes. Attachment 3 provides the associated TS Bases
markups for information only.
The proposed changes have been reviewed by the LGS Plant Operations Review Committee
and approved by the Nuclear Safety Review Board in accordance with the requirements of the
EGC Quality Assurance Program.
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EGC requests approval of the proposed amendment by April 6, 2012. Once approved, the
amendment shall be .implemented
implemented within 60 days.
There are no regulatory commitments contained in this letter.
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, "Notice
consultation," paragraph
“Notice for public comment; State consultation,”
(b), EGC is notifying the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania of this application for license
amendment by transmitting a copy of this letter and its attachments to the designated State
Official.
Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact Ms. Wendy E. Croft at
(610) 765-5726.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on the 6th
day of April 2011.
Respectfully,

97 W.
David P. Helker
Manager, Licensing and Regulatory Affairs
Exelon Generation Company, LLC
Attachments:

1.

2.
3.
cc:

Evaluation of Proposed Changes
Markup of Technical Specifications Pages
Markup of Technical Specifications Bases Pages (For Information Only)

USNRC Region I, Regional Administrator
USNRC Senior Resident Inspector, LGS
USNRC Project Manager, LGS
A. Janati, Bureau of Radiation Protection
R. R.
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1.0

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION

This evaluation supports a request to amend Operating Licenses NPF-39
NPF-39 and
and NPF-85
NPF-85 for
Limerick Generating Station (LGS) Units 11 and 2, respectively.
The proposed changes would revise the Operating Licenses to modify
modify the
the Actions to
to be
be taken
taken
when the containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the primary
primary
containment pressure and temperature monitoring system are the only operable
operable reactor coolant
coolant
leakage detection monitoring systems. The modified Actions require additional, more frequent
monitoring of other Reactor Coolant System (RCS) leakage indications and provide
provide appropriate
appropriate
time to restore another monitoring system to Operable status. This change is
is consistent with
with
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) approved Safety Evaluation on Technical
Specification Task Force (TSTF) Traveler, TSTF-514-A, Revision 3, “Revised
"Revised BWR Operability
Operability
Requirements and Actions for RCS Leakage Instrumentation"
2010
Instrumentation” dated November 24, 2010
(Reference 6.1), as referenced in the Federal Register Notice of Availability on December 17,
17,
2010 (Reference 6.2).
Variations from the USNRC-approved TSTF-514-A, Revision 3 are detailed in Section 3.0 of this
submittal.
submiffal.
2.0

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The background for this application is stated in the referenced model safety evaluation in the
17, 2010 and TSTF
TSTFUSNRC's
USNRC’s Federal Register Notice of Availability published on December 17,
514-A, Revision 3.
3,

TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 3 the proposed changes are as follows:
Consistent with NRC-approved TSTF-514-A,
• Technical Specification (TS) Limiting Condition for Operability (LCO) 3.4.3.1, “Leakage
"Leakage
Systems” is revised to add a new Action. The new Action, TS 3.4.3.1 Action F, is
Detection
Detection Systems"
applicable when the containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and
the primary containment pressure and temperature monitoring system are the only operable
(i.e., all other monitoring systems are
reactor coolant leakage detection monitoring systems (Le.,
inoperable). The new Action requires analyzing grab samples of the primary containment
atmosphere and monitoring RCS leakage using administrative means every 12 hours in
addition to restoring another monitoring system to Operable status within 7 days.

Bases are revised to clearly define the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
•• The TS Bases
Operability requirements in the LCO Bases and to eliminate discussion from the TS Bases
Operability
that could be erroneously construed as Operability requirements. The TS Bases are also
reflect the changes to the Technical Specifications and to more accurately reflect
revised to reflect
revised
existing TS.
the existing
the
Proposed revisions to the TS Bases are also included in this application for
NOTE: Proposed
NOTE:
changes to the affected TS Bases pages will be incorporated in
The changes
only. The
information only.
information
accordance with the TS Bases Control Program.
accordance
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3.0

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

Exelon Generation Company, LLC, (EGC) has reviewed the Federal
Federal Register
Register Notice
Notice of
of
Availability dated December 17, 2010. This review also included
included the referenced information
information
provided in TSTF-514-A,
justifications presented
presented in
in
TSTF—5 14-A, Revision 3. EGC has concluded that the justifications
the TSTF proposal and the Federal Register Notice of Availability prepared by the USNRC
USNRC staff
staff
are applicable to LGS, Units 1
1 and 2 with the variations noted below, and justify this amendment
for the incorporation of the changes to the corresponding TS.
Additional reviews have determined that the proposed changes do not
not require any exemption or
or
relief from regulatory requirements other than the TS, and do not affect conformance to any
General Design Criteria differently than described in the Updated Final Safety
Safety Analysis Report
Report
(UFSAR).
LGS Units 11 and 2 are Standard TS plants and differ from the BWR/4 Improved Standard
Technical Specifications (ISTS) used as the TS reference/markup in TSTF-514-A, Revision 3.
A list is provided below of the variations in the proposed LGS TS changes from the approved
TSTF-514-A, Revision 3:
•

Based on the addition of the proposed LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action FF the currentTS
current TS 3.4.3.1 Action
F has been renumbered to TS 3.4.3.1 Action G. The change is consistent with the approved
TSTF-514-A,
TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 3 intent and aligns with the current LGS TS.

•a

In order to remain consistent with the current LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action E, the proposed LGS TS
3.4.3.1 Action F was modified for LGS to require two operable TS LCO monitoring systems
(the containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the primary
containment pressure and temperature monitoring system), as opposed to the single operable
TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 33 Condition [D].
TS LCO monitoring system proposed by TSTF-514-A,
[0]. This change
TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 3 proposal and aligns with the current
is
is more conservative than the TSTF-514-A,
LGS TS.

• The current LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action F (proposed TS 3.4.3.1 Action G) requires HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours if two or more leakage detection instruments are inoperable with
the exception of TS 3.4.3.1 Action E. TS 3.4.3.1 Action E allows two inoperable monitoring
systems (the primary containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and
unit coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system) for 30 days with 12 hour
the drywell unit
compensatory grab samples. The proposed LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action F allows two inoperable
compensatory
systems (the drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring system and the drywell unit
monitoring systems
monitoring
coolers
coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system) for 7 days with 12 hour compensatory grab
samples of the primary containment atmosphere and 12 hour administrative monitoring of
2/9/20 1 1 at LGS Units
leakage. A review of past operating experience from 1/1/2006 to 2/9/2011
RCS
RCS leakage.
and 2 identified
identified that the proposed Action F would have been entered three times for a total
11 and
of 6 hours and 34 minutes. Although the proposed change to the LGS TS is an increase in
plant is
of time the plant
is allowed to operate with the drywell floor drain sump flow
amount of
the amount
the
and the drywell unit coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system
system and
monitoring system
monitoring
proposed Action F is more conservative than TS 3.4.3.1 Action E, is
the proposed
inoperable, the
inoperable,
TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 3 intent, and has operating experience to
the approved
approved TSTF-514-A,
with the
consistent with
consistent
an infrequently
infrequently entered Action statement.
will be
be an
suggest itit will
suggest
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•

The current LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action FF (proposed TS 3.4.3.1 Action G)
G) requires HOT
HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours if two or more leakage detection
detection instruments
instruments are
are inoperable
inoperable with
with
the exception of TS 3.4.3.1 Action E. The current LGS TS 3.4.3.1
3.4.3.1 Action FF (proposed
(proposed TS
TS
3.4.3.1 Action G) is being modified to include the exception
exception of the proposed
proposed LGS
LGS TS
TS 3.4.3.1
3.4.3.1
Action F. The change is consistent with the approved TSTF-5
TSTF-514-A,
intent and
and
14-A, Revision 33 intent
aligns with the current LGS TS.

•

The current LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action F
HOT
F (proposed TS 3.4.3.1 Action G) requires HOT
B, C,
C, D
D or
or EE are
are
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours if the associated Completion Time of Actions A, B,
not met. The current LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action F
F (proposed TS 3.4.3.1 Action G)
G) is
is being
being
modified to include proposed LGS TS 3.4.3.1 Action F. The change is
is consistent with the
approved TSTF-514-A,
LGS TS.
TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 3 intent and aligns with the current LGS

•

The proposed LGS TS Bases have been edited from the TSTF-514-A, Revision 33 Bases
Bases
14-A,
changes to reflect the specific LGS configuration and any variations from TSTF-5
TSTF-514-A,
Revision 3 described above and to correct previously existing typographical errors.

in
These changes to the TSTF-514-A,
TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 3 for the LGS submittal have been evaluated in
the LGS-specific No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination in Section 4.3.
The only variations or deviations in EGC's
EGC’s proposal have been delineated above. The
remainder of the EGC proposed changes are consistent with the TS changes described in the
Federal Register Notice of Availability dated December 17, 2010 or the referenced information
provided in TSTF-514-A,
TSTF—514-A, Revision 3.
4.0

REGULATORY EVALUATION

4.1

Applicable
Aplicable Regulatory Requirements / Criteria

A description of the proposed changes and their relationship to applicable regulatory
requirements and guidance was provided in the December 17, 2010, Federal Register Notice of
TSTF—514-A, Revision 3.
Availability referenced information in TSTF-514-A,
4.2

Precedent

This change is consistent with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) approved
Evaluation on Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) Traveler, TSTF-514-A, Revision
Safety Evaluation
Instrumentation”
BWR Operability Requirements and Actions for RCS Leakage Instrumentation"
“Revised BWR
3,
3, "Revised
of
November 24, 2010 , as referenced in the Federal Register Notice Availability on
dated November
17, 2010.
December 17,
December
,

4.3

No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination
No

“Application for amendment of license, construction permit,
accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, "Application
In accordance
In
Generation Company, LLC (EGC) requests an amendment to the
Exelon Generation
permit,” Exelon
early site
site permit,"
or early
or
Limerick Generating Station, Units 11 and 2. The proposed
(TS) for Limerick
Specifications (TS)
Technical Specifications
Technical
modifies the Actions to be taken when the containment atmosphere gaseous
amendment modifies
amendment
and the primary containment pressure and temperature
monitoring system and
radioactivity monitoring
radioactivity
are the only operable reactor coolant leakage detection monitoring systems.
monitoring system are
monitoring
require additional, more frequent monitoring of other Reactor Coolant
modified Actions require
The modified
The
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System (RCS)
another monitoring
monitoring
(ROS) leakage indications and provide appropriate time to restore another
system to Operable status.
is involved
involved with
with the
the
EGO has evaluated whether or not aa significant hazards consideration is
in 10
10 CFR 50.92,
50.92, “Issuance
"Issuance
proposed amendment by focusing on the three standards set forth in
of amendment,"
amendment,” as discussed below:
1.

Does the proposed amendment involve aa significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
Response: No.
The proposed changes clarify the Operability requirements for the RCS leakage
leakage
detection instrumentation and modify the time allowed for the plant to operate when
when the
only operable RCS leakage detection instrumentation monitors are the containment
atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the primary containment
pressure and temperature monitoring system. The monitoring of ROS
RCS leakage is not aa
precursor to any accident previously evaluated. The monitoring of RCS leakage is not aa
direct method used to mitigate the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.
Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve aa significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
The proposed changes also renumber the current TS Actions to accommodate the new
TS Action. This change is administrative in nature and does not involve aa significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2.

Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?
Response: No.
The proposed changes clarify the Operability requirements for the RCS leakage
detection instrumentation and modify the time allowed for the plant to operate when the
only operable RCS leakage detection instrumentation monitor monitors are the
containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the primary
containment pressure and temperature monitoring system. The proposed changes do
not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of equipment will
installed) or a change in the methods governing normal plant operation. Therefore,
be
be installed)
proposed amendment does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
the proposed
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

The proposed changes also renumber the current TS Actions to accommodate the new
The
TS Action. This change is administrative in nature and does not create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
3.
3.

the proposed
proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
Does the
Does
No.
Response: No.
Response:
proposed changes clarify the Operability requirements for the RCS leakage
The proposed
The
increase the time allowed for the drywell floor drain sump
instrumentation and increase
detection instrumentation
detection
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flow monitoring system and the drywell unit coolers condensate
condensate flow rate
rate monitoring
monitoring
system to be inoperable concurrently from 12
12 hours
hours to 77 days.
days. Increasing
Increasing the
the amount
amount of
of
leakage detection
detection monitors
monitors
time the plant is allowed to operate with these two leakage
inoperable does not significantly decrease the margin
margin of safety due
due to the
the addition
addition of
of
compensatory actions to analyze grab samples of the primary containment atmosphere
atmosphere
once per
per 12
12
once per 12 hours and monitor RCS leakage by administrative means once
hours. The overall likelihood that an increase in RCS leakage
leakage will be detected before itit
potentially results in gross failure is maintained with the addition of the actions.
actions.
in aa margin
margin
Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve aa significant reduction in
of safety.
The proposed changes also renumber the current TS Actions to accommodate
accommodate the new
new
TS Action. This change is administrative in nature and does not involve aa significant
reduction in a margin of safety.
Based on the above, EGC concludes that the proposed amendment does not involve aa
10 CFR 50.92(c), and
significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in 10
accordingly, a finding of no significant hazards consideration is justified.
4.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable assurance
that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed
manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission’s
Commission's regulations,
and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security
or to the health and safety of the public.
5.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

EGC
EGC has reviewed the environmental evaluation included in the model safety evaluation
provided in the December 17, 2010 Federal Register Notice of Availability referenced
staff’s findings presented
in TSTF-514-A,
information in
TSTF-5 14-A, Revision 3. ECG has concluded that the staffs
in
in that evaluation are applicable to LGS, Units 11 and 2, and the evaluation is hereby
incorporated
incorporated by reference for this application.
6.0

REFERENCES
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primary containment Eressure/telflperatLlre 110111 tori no system sti 11 apply. Affected
tech :pec Sections md ude: 3/4.3. / .5. 4.4.3.2.1. 3/4.6.1 .6, and 3/4.6.1.7.

E.

moni
tori rig system
With the primary containment atmosphere
re gaseous
qaseous radioactivity
radioactivi
monitoring
system
inoperable AND the d
drywel 1
1 nmn
i tori rig system
to flow rate mon
uniit coolers
cool rs condensa
condensate
monitoring
system
inoperable
I noperab I c,, restore the primary conta
i nment atmosphere gaseous radi
cacti vi ty
containment
radioactivity
inoperabl
mcmii tori rmg system to OPERABLE status within 30
monitoring
30 days OR restore the drywel
drywell1 unit
unit
coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system to OPERABLE status within
within 30
30 days.
With the primary containment atmosphere
re gaseous radioactivity monitoring
monitoring system
system
least once
at least
once
inoperable, analyze grab samples of primary
primary containment
containment atmosphere
atmosphere at
per 12 hours.
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F.

drywell floor drain
drain sump
sump monitoring
monitoring system
system inoperable
inoperable AND the
the drywell
drywell unit
unit
With the drywell
1"""'t'\rlot'\C'-:::.1'o flow rate
rate monitoring
monitoring system
system inoperable
inoperable analyze
analyze grab
grab samples
samples of
of the
the
coolers condensate
12 hours,
hours, AND
AND monitor
monitor Reactor
Reactor Coolant
Coolant System
System
atmosphere once
once per
per 12
primary containment atmosphere
leaKaCle by administrative means
means once
once per
per 12
12 hours
hours AND restore
restore either
either the
the drywell
drywell floor
floor
leakage
system to OPERABLE
OPERABLE status
status within
within 77 days
days OR
OR restore
restore the
the drywell
drywell
drain sump monitoring system
unit coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system
system to
to OPERABLE
OPERABLE status
status within
within 77 days.
days.
1"'1"\'.... IO'1"C'

REAC FOR COOLANT SYSTEM
AC [IONS

(Continued)

trla n ACl1O
any other two or more 1leakk detection systems inoperable otherr than
Action and
ncl associated Completion Time of AC lIONS
ONS A,, B,
above OR with required Actions
tWitl1
SHUTDO~~N within 12 hours AND in COLD SHUIDOWN
SHUTDOltJN within
Vi
1101 SHIJIDOWN
(;, I)
riot met, be in fl0T
hours.

ACflOr4S F
and F

.

-.....

.4 . . 1 rh(~
ka
on systems shall
4.4.3.1
lhe reactor coolant system leakage
11 be demonstrated
demon tra
detection
rabl by:
opm’able

a.

conta nment atmosphere gaseous
Perform a CHANNEL CHECK of the primary containment
rda
radioactivity monitoring system inn accordance
with the Surveillance lrequency
Control Program.

b.

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL lEST at required leakage detection
detect on
instrumentation
rumentation in accordance with the Surveillance Frequency
requency Control Program.
p
[his does not apply to containment pressure
and temperature
ratu monitoring system.
sy tem.

c:.

form a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of required lea
Perform
leakage detection instrumentation in
fhi does not
rdance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. rhis
accordance
pply to containment pressure and temperature
ture monitoring system.
apply

d.

Monitor primary containment pressures
pressu s AND primary containment temperature
ture in
Frequency Control Program.
ccordance with the Surveillance Irequency
accordance
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Amendment No. 444,
+4G,
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i:optrii

(1[l1

ACIiUitiJent i;ii,sj)
WIth my st her to
mur’e leak lotect uii system; oupermbl e other than
mhove (JR with requ I red Actions and issoci ated Lompletion I lee ot AC ((iNC A, B,
be In HUE COO DOWN within L hours AND in COLD SHU I DOWN within

p

U1VLiLLANCL PL1JUIRLMLTIL
L:LI. I
the n’ostor cool ant
n
I [liOns tratcdt
uperah e by:
ra

ystun 1akage detection
ion systems chat I he

a.

Prturm a CHANNEL CHECK ot the prj
primary containment
inment atmosphere gaseous
m11actlVl Li ;norii torroj
ystem in accordance vii
wi th
to the Sjrvei lance
rJemiry (nt ro I P roqrarn.

b.
LJ.

Pertorm a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL VEST of
oF required
requi red I eakaqe detection
detecti on
instrumentation in accordance with tthe Surveillance
Survei Ii once Frequency Control
Program.
this does not apply to containment p
sure and temperature
ture
pressure
non i tori ng system.

c.

Pertorm a CHANNEL CALIBRAT [ON of requi red leaKage detection
in rumentation
detecti on instrumentation
in accordance I;vw i th the
toe survei II once Frequency Control Program.
ram. rhi
does
his does
iot apply to containment pressure and temperature
ture moni
monitoring
tori ng system.
sys tern.

1.

Monitor primary
urimary containment pressure AND primary containment temperature
rature in
in
tvJonitor
accordance wi
withh the Curve i ((once Frequency Control Program.
Progr'am.
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Li
1. Li. I

LHARACL ULILCI ION OYiEM

l’A[ KI lLI NI)
AR Catety Nesi go i3asi s (Ret. I), roqur res means for detect inn and, to the extont
deriti tying the location it the sourco ot Reactor’ Cool ant System (RES)
ci
PRFSSIJRF IIULJNI)ARY ILAKAUL. Rogirl a tory Guide I .45 (Ref. N) der hes acceptab e methods
to eleLt1nj
eakage (Ietectiin :/St005.

IN

)

1111 ts
n leakage trcrn the reactor coo Hit pressure boundary tRCPB) are rnqui red so
that ippropriate acti on can be taken betore the integrity of the RCPI3 is impa rod (Ref.
N).
leakage detect) on systems to r tho RCS a cc prov i ded to a 1 ert the opera torn when
I eakage rd tes above normal background levels are detected and a I so to supply
quantitative measurement ot leakage rates.

I denti Lied source from an uni
Systems for soparati ng the leakage of an identifi
denti fled source
unidentified
are necessary to provide prompt and quantitative
tative information to the operators to permit
thorn to take mmcdi ate corrective action.
Leakage from the RCPB iris)
in ide
de the drywe I 1 is
mon i tored variables
detected by at least one of four (4) independently
which iinclude
tly monitored
vari bl
nd ode
yielding
drywel I drain sump level changes over time yi
and drywel
drywellI
lding drain flow rates,, arid
condensate
I
gaseous radioactivity, drywel 11 unit cooler conden
te flow rate and drywe
drywell
means of quantifying
the primary mean
pressure/temperature
levels,
in the drywel
fhe
i ing leakage
lea
drywellI
u
the drywell floor drain sump
are
re tr1e
ump flow
low monitoring system for UNIDENTIFIED
UNIDENTI lED LEAKAGE
LEAKAGE and
drywel 1 equi
equipment drain tank flow monitoring system for IDENTIFIED LLAKAGE.
ttie
the (jrywell
LEAKAGE.
tech Spec arid
IDENFIFEED
and the associated drywell
IDENTIF
ED 1leakage
ka
iis not germane to this Tech
equipment drain tank flow monitoring system is not included.
equi
(he drywell
dryweli floor drain sump
system
ump flow monitoring sy
tem monitors UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
the floor
collected in the
colI
loor drain sump.
ump. UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE consists
con i ts of leakage from RCPB
RCPB
components in
riot normally subject
inside
and otherwise
componen
ide the drywell which are not
ect to leakage
lea
surnp.
The
equipment drain sump.
Ihe primary
mary containment floor drain sump
routed to the drywel II equi
rid i cation to the mdi
has transmitters that supply
ha
upply level indication
mainn control room via the plant
soci ated with
monitoring system. The
rhe floor drain sump
ump level transmitters are
re as
a sociated
High/Low
Hi
Low 1levelI switches that open/close the sump tank drain valves automatically. The
fhe
instrument processing unit calculates an average leak rate (gpm) for aa given
level instrument
given
measurement pen ad which resets whenever the sump drain valve closes.
loses. The level
processing unit provides ann alarm to the main control room each time the average leak
rate changes by aa predetermined
ned value since
ince the last time the alarm was reset. For
For the
drainn sump flow monitoring system, the setpoint
drywell
11 floor
loor dra
int basis is aa 11 gpm change
lJN[l)l-NlIFIEI) LEAKAGE.
in UNIDENTIFIED
in

In addition to the drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring system described above, the
discharge of each sump is monitored by an independent flow element. The measured flow
rate from the flow element
lement is iintegrated and recorded. AA main control room alarm is
also provided to indicate an excessive sump discharge rate measured via the flow
“drywell floor drain flow totalizer”,
clement. ihis
e-Iement.
fhis system, referred to as the "drywell
totalizer", is not
dryweil1 floor drain sump flow monitoring system operabi
for d
credited for
operabillity.
ity.
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IFAKAGE DELECIlUN

YGFIMS

KACE(R OHND
requl res mean; for detecting and, to the extent
II CAR Citety Us rn has I
Ret. ()
ilenti ty rig the Iooiti err ot the ;ource of Rea:tor coolant System I. itS)
prict ci
lIjRE BOUNDARY lEAKAGE.
.lh (Ref. B) dccc ibes acceptable methods
Regul it ory (in do
or sol’ting leakage detection ;ystlns.
>evtsor
,

,

>

line ts cri leakage trem the roictor eel ant pressure boundary (RCPS)
regui red soa
(RCPB) are required
thi t ippropr (ito ic t on carl be ti ken be fore the in
ri
of
integrity
ot the RCPS
RCPI3 i s impaired
spa red (Ref.
(Ref.
leakage dot ectiori systems tor the hitS are
re provided to alert the operators when
B).
leakage rates above normal background levels ire detected and also to supply
lunti titi ye measurement of leakage rites.Ryl
:ytems tor eparati ng the leakage ut an ident i fled source from an unidentified source
are necessary to provide prompt and quantitative information to the operators to permit
them to take immediate corrective action.
Leakage from the RCPS
RCPB inside the drywell
drywel 1 is
detected by at least one of four (4) independently
Iy monitored variables which include
drywel 1 drain somp level changes over time yi
yielding
drywellI
lding drain flow rates, and drywel
gaseous radioactivity, drywell
cooler’ conden
11 unit cool
ate flow rate and drywell
condensate
pre:ur c/temperature levels.
the pr imary
i mary means of quanti
fhe
drywell1
guanti fyiing
ng leakage in the drywel
are the drywel I floor drain
system
in sump
ump flow
low monitoring sy
em for UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and
the dryweil equipment drain tank flow monitoring system for IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.
IDENF[FIED leakage is not germane to thi
this Tech
fech Spec and the associated
associ ted drywell
equipment drain tank flow
system
low monitoring sy
tern iis not included.
(he drywell
toring system monitors UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
drywel 1 floor
fhe
I r ddrain
in sump
ump flow
low mon
monitoring
IJNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE consists
the floor drain sump.
collected
coil
ted in Ule
ump. UNIDENTIFIED
consi ts of leakage from RCPB
RCPS
components inside
drywellI which (ire riot
arid
n
the drywel
not normally subject
ect to leakage
lea
nd otherwise
drywel 1 equi
routed to the drywell
equipment drain sumnp.
sump. The primary containment
containment floor drain
drain sump
sump
has transmitters
that supply
ha
ransmit
tha
upp y level indication to the main control
control room
room via
via the
the plant
plant
moni tori rig system. The
in sump level transmi
tters are associ
monitoring
fhe floor dra
drain
transmitters
associated
with
ated with
High/Low
Hi
/Low 1level switches that open/close
lose the sump tank drain valves automatically.
automatically. The
The
instrument
level in
rument processing
proces 1ng unit
un t calculates
calculates an average
average leak
leak rate
rate (gpm)
(gpm) for aa given
given
sump drain
drain valve
valve closes.
closes. the
fhe level
level
measurement period which resets whenever the sump
processing unit provides an alarm to the main
main control room each
each time the
the average
average leak
leak
rate changes by a predetermined
rmined value since
ince the last time the alarm was reset.
reset. For
For the
the
rywell floor drain sump flow monitoring system, the setpoint
drywell
jnt basis
basis is
is aa 11 gpm
gpm change
change
in UNIDENTIFIED
UNlDENTI lED LEAKAGE.
in
In addition
addi ion to the dryweli
drywell floor drain sump
sump flow monitoring
monitoring system
system described
described above,
above, the
the
discharge oF
of each
ch sump is monitored by
by an independent
i
t flow element.
element. Tire
The measured
measured flow
flow
rate from the flow element
element is integrated
j
rated arid
and recorded.
recorded. AA main
main control
control room
room alarm
alarm is
is
also provided to indicate an excessive
excessive sump
sump discharge
discharge rate
rate measured
measured via
via the
the flow
flow
clement.
as the
the “drywell
"drywell floor drain
drain flow
flow totalizer”,
totalizer", is
is not
not
lement. This system,, referred to as
credited for drywehi
drywell floor drain
drain surnp
sump flow monitoring
monitoring system
system operability.
operabil ity.
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meeting the OPERABILITY
OPERABILITY requirements,
requirements, the
the monitors
monitors are
are typically
typically set
set to
to provide
provide
In addition to meeting
an excessive
excessive number
number of
of spurious
spurious alarms.
alarms.
the most sensitive response without causing an

AC C R f[lAN ICYS EM

lie pr mary conta neent a tmospheri C (Jaseous ‘adi oacti vi ty mon i tori op system
cunti nuousl v moni tors toe primary containment atmosphere Par qaseous radioacti v ty
A ,ui(t(n lncrr isa ot ridioict.i Vi ty, in ih iiiiy Do i5tribited to RCPB stoam or
Civil
i-he primary COfltiflmO
rictor water I rakago, I ; onnunc ited hír toe ina ri control room.
trph’i 10 i’feui- rtd-a-’ tivity- monitor ±nig —y’i+-mi t -ri-—rJp ,l,-} t- point ryrr
ratje a-too of I
Ietet Fncra-s-ecl I
ntiv
-but I
i ciLwi
n
proportionally ohoF—t—w
I’t’ctod
uu-a—t-c’;
heakajo
in
irgnr rhuruje;
ith—n I ‘wir.
ir; (het
,

to the drywei 1 P oor (Ira in
11 air
i r coolers is routed to
in sump
sump
Ccrdensate from the eight drywe II
in
alarms
and
indication
provi
low
n
t
crovide
that
rms
in
tters
at
tow
transmi
series
a
by
tored
mom
is
mi
from the
the Plow
flow transmi tters are added together by
by
[lie outputs trom
the ma in coritro I room.
he high flow
drain flow rate.
continuous condensate
con den
flow
summing mi to to provide a total continuous
in excess of I ppm over the
d r a in Plow
fl ow rate
ra
a I arm setpoi nt is based on condensate drain
11 a ii rr coo I er condensate flow rate
[he drywe ii
current 1 y i denti tied preset leak rate.
not
tor,
but
not quanti Pier, of RCS UNIDENI IFIED
hut
indicator,
added
an
as
moni turing syst.rn serves
LLAKAhE (Ret.
pre sure monitoring
monitoring system
sy tem provide
provide an indirect
indirect method
method for
[he drywell temperature and pressure
in the drywel
re and/or pressure rise
ri
drywell1 above
above normal
detecti op PCPB I eakge . A temperature
coo 1ant or steam
team leakage
1f~akage (Ref. ~.
a reactor coolant
levels may be indicative of a
.
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A threat of 5 l (ml fi cant compromi si to the RCPB cxi sts if the harrier contains a crack
Leakage rate limits are set low enough to
that i s large enough to propagate rapidly.
Eh-ef th
in the RCPB (Refs, Jand
crack
single
Prom
a
detect the leakage cmi tted
Ecakaqe detection systems inside the drywel 1- i-s designed with the ca-pabi i ty
dturtinp Iakag lacc than the uctahlished leakage r’atc limits aid prov’din—
mjrpri te al arms of excess Icakage i-n t-h-e ontroI ro-&7
.

the indicated
A
indicated
room alarm allows the operators to evaluate the significance of the
A control
control room
investigation
further investi
Ileakage and,
the reactor
ctor for further
on and
down the
if necessary, shut down
and, if
for
rrective action.
icted for
The all
allowed Ileakage rates are well below the rates predicted
action. fhe
corrective
responses
riti 1 cra
k sizes
izes (Ref.
actions provide
Therefore,
de adequate responses
Therefore, these actions
(Ref. (
crack
critical
ignificant break
before
RCPB can occur.
in the
the RCPB
break ln
before aa significant
.

RCS
detection
leakage detection
RCS lea
Sta
temen t.
Ctatement.

If
ii

Pal icy
the NRC Policy
(Criterion 11 of the
fies (Criterion
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he primary conta I rment atmospheric gaseous radiouctivi ty monitoring system
continuously moni tors the primary containment atmosphere for gaseous radioectity
evel s, A sudden increase ot radioactivity, which nay be attributed to RCPB steam or
fe primary continm
reactor water lakaqe, is annunciated in the main control room.
‘:i115
radfoact. iv ty inoni torin yskem is not u:apob In af rtanti f
etniusphori r
rat ot I ni
inrrasd
t i v noogh 0)
skg’ #t’S hot
larger hoatetto n inaka’p rates or detected 10 prenortiona I ly short
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rout(~d to
to the
the irywel
rywell1 floor drain
(jrain suinp
sump
indonsato rum the erght drywel I air coolers is routed
ttld t provide
prov i
i ndi
ion and
nd alarms
1arms inn
indication
jilil i ; wont tored by a series ot flow transmitters that
rom the flow transmitter
added together
her by
by
transmi tters are added
I he outputs from
the main control room.
con den ate drain flOW
the
low rate,
ra
fhe high
high hi
flow
ow
coriti nuous condensate
sumini rig uni ts to provide a total continuous
low rate
ra
in excess of 11 ppm
a dra
in
gpm over the
drainn flow
condensate
alarm setpoint is based on conden
The drywell air
ai r cooler
cool r condensate flow rate
rate,
currently identit red preset Ileakk ra
not guanti
Tier,
quantifi
r, of RCS
RCS l.JNIDENTIFIED
UNIDENTIFIED
morn tori ng system serves as an added indicator, but riot
LEAKAGE (Ref.

ndi rect method for
tori rig systems provide an iindirect
nd pres
ure moni
monitoring
tempera ture and
pressure
in the drywell above normal
rature and/or
nd/or pressure
pres ure rise
ri
A temperature
leakage. A
coolant
ctor coo
I ant or steam
team leakage
lea kage (Ref. M.
levels may he indicative of a reactor
[he
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detecting RCPB
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cxi sts if the barrier contains aa crack
RCPB exists
A threat of si gui hi cant compromise to the RCPS
limits are set low enough to
that iis Ilarge enough to propaga
Lea
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propagate rapidly.
in the RCPB
(Refs.
crack
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allowed
Ihe al
corrective
ction. fhe
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corrective action.
(Ref. 2i, Therefore, these actions provide adequate response
ritical crack sizes
i
(Ref.~.
critical
RCPB can occur.
n the RePB
break~
before a significant
i go if i nt brea
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fies Criterion 11 of the NRC Policy
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This LCO requires instruments
instruments of
of diverse
diverse monitoring
monitoring principles
principles to
to be
be OPERABLE
OPERABLE to
to provide
provide
in time
time to
to allow
allow
amounts of
of UNIDENTIFIED
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
LEAKAGE are
are detected
detected in
confidence that small amounts
in a safe condition, when
when RCS
RCS leakage
leakage indicates
indicates possible
possible RCPB
RCPB
actions to place the plant in
degradation.
The LCO requires four instruments to be OPERABLE.
OPERABLE.
The drywell floor drain sump monitoring system is
is required to quantify
quantify the
the UNIDENTIFIED
UNIDENTIFIED
in UNIDENTIFIED
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
LEAKAGE
LEAKAGE rate from the RCS. The identification
identification of an
an increase
increase in
will be delayed by the time required for the UNIDENTIFIED
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE to travel to the drywell
drywell
in
floor drain sump and it may take longer than one hour to detect
detect aa 11 gpm
gpm increase
increase in
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE, depending on the origin and magnitude of the leakage.
leakage. This
This
sensitivity is acceptable for containment sump monitor OPERABILITY.
The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when released to the primary containment, can
can
be detected by the gaseous primary containment atmospheric radioactivity monitor.
monitor. A
radioactivity detection system is included for monitoring gaseous activities because of its
sensitivity and rapid response to RCS leakage, but it has recognized limitations. Reactor
coolant radioactivity levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a few weeks
thereafter, until activated corrosion products have been formed and fission products appear
from fuel element cladding contamination or cladding defects. If there are few fuel element
products, it may not be possible for the gaseous
cladding defects and low levels of activation prOducts,
1 gpm increase within 11 hour
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conditions.
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indicator, drywell
drywell
equipment drain tank hi temperature indicator, and drywell equipment drain tank flow
indicator. These indications, coupled with the atmospheric grab samples, are sufficient to
alert the operating staff to an unexpected increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.

In addition to the primary containment atmospheric gaseous radiation monitor and indirect
methods of monitoring RCS leakage, the primary containment pressure and temperature
monitoring system is also available to alert the operating staff to an unexpected increase
increase in
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.
The 12
12 hour interval is sufficient to detect increasing RCS leakage. The Required Action
provides 7 days to restore another RCS leakage monitor to OPERABLE status to regain the
intended
intended leakage detection diversity. The 7-day Completion Time ensures that the plant will
not
not be
be operated in a degraded configuration for a lengthy time period.
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